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ABSTRACT

Ethnographic interviews were conducted with sixteen full-time

°

married doctoral students (eight mafes, eight females) ages 35' and

undei and their non-enrolled.but:employed spouses over a six-month

`period. Concepts of ethnographic analysis were employed to discover'

meanings and relationships and to aid in formulating hypotheses about

married student life. Four major recurrring themes were discovered:

(1) support from spouse and parents (financial, emotional/psychological,

academic, and basic needs); (2)' tors affecting marital'stability,

including differences, in spouses' educational levels and interests, ff
/'

nancial problems, time_ pressures, children, communication, sexual con-

cerns, decision-Making, role conflict, and physical and *motional sep-

aration; (3) social relationships and interaction, which are influenced

by changes in student's. interests and status,, integration intouniver-

)

univer-

sity and residential communities, absence of peer group comprised of

married students, support role of family, specidtneeds df non-student

(e.g., not growing intellectually with spouse),: changing expectations T

of friendships as student matures, fears associated with terminating

relationships upon graduation, use of professionals in resolving per-'

sonal problems, financial problems, and children; and-(4) status,7whichj.

may be affected by couple's living arrangements; student-spouse role

conflicts; tendency use enrollment and good grades to measure status;'

perception of study in enhancing pzofession'al skills and status; locus of
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control, as enrollment may foster dependency; financial conditions; po

tential loss of student's importance.as family memberdue to increased

absence from home and change in family. sex roles; and role of Oraduate/,
.

JeaChing associate.*
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.introduction

The interebt in this project arose out of what had initially been con-'

L
cern for-how students'whose marriages are disrupted while ift,school cope with

ti
their new roles as single persdhs and perhaps as single parents. Finally,

t

it was decided that r'ther than look at the termination ormarriage itself,

.

'emphasis should focus instead.on how,the married student'couple copes with

. ..

the educational experience, how enrollment affects marital/family stability,

whethir enrollment creates role conflicts, and how such conflicts are re-
.

solved. Those interests Formed the basis for the present study. TI! re-
. - ,

searchet-fe lt that a.study about hal the marrie student resolves the dual

demands rreated by the Student-marriage combination may have broader higher

education, and student personnel implicationsland'applicability than a study
. ,

. .

of the already disrupted marriage that results from combining school and

9

marriage,

The data obtained have theoretical meaning, but enough is not known about

the married doctoral student's interpersonal relatiodships totbe able to,deter-

mine relevant problems and hypotheses or to test them: Such hypotheses have

been discovered through these research do-a. However, this study does not pur-

port to test these hypotheses; that is a matter for further study. Instead,

it generates hypotheses and makes assumptions about married student life.

The major purpose of this study was to conduclpn in-depth investigation'

) into th6 effects of the graduate experience on the intra- and inter- family

relationships among married doctoral student couples and to discover how

these students cope with the dual student-spouse role and make meaning of

-.-

their experiences, as well as'assesis how these students deicribe.the quality

of their lives.

-

The problems investigated lends itself to the utilization of the natural-

I



istic approach for investigating

dological approach applicable to

activities involves four aspects

O

social interactions. A qualitative methoia7

determining how people engage in social

(Lofland, 1976): (1) intimate familiarit

(2) focusing and describing the prime situation confronted by the individuals

(3) understanding interactional strategies and tactics used in confronting

such situations, and (4) develoang and Melding qualitative episodes into

disciplined abstractions. Two otherfaspects include treatment of the data

collected primarily as they relate to the data's practical utility and theo-

I
retical consideration in relation to other studies.

This study employed techniques of ethnographic interviews in collecting

and analyzing data. It represents a "search for the parts of a culture, the .

relationships among the parts; and their relationships to the whole" (Spradley,

1979, p. 142). This method enabled the researcher tb disCovequestionirto be

asked in each interview,, and each succeeding intefview differed from those

which preceded it, since the researcher was guided by newly discovered mean-

ings that emerge d. from each interview.
L.

Ethn9graphic interviewing ispest thought of "as a series of friendly

conversations into which the researcher slowly introduces new elements to

assist informants to respond as informants" cSpradley,
.

1979, p. 58)., Further,

the three most important elements.of ethnographic interVfewing'are its ex -'-

plicit purpose, repeated explanatiOns to the informants, and ethnographic
7

questions, which ask tide informant for fuller explanations and descriptiOnh,

allow for discovery -about the bihic parts of the informant's cultural knowledge,

and Help determine what an informant means by native terms (Spradley, 1979),.

Ethnographic research-follows a particular sequence which differs from

that employed in most social science research .(Spradley, 1979). It includes
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the following processes: (1) selecting a problem, (2) collecting, cultural

data, (3) analyzing cultural data, (4) formulating ethnographic hypotheses;

and (5') writing the ethnography. Although the five steps appear is a strict-.

. -

ly linear step-by-stepdprocedure, many of the steps are often repeated before 4

, %the collected ethnography data are written in final form.
. The discoyery of

relationships in the data collected enables the ethnographer to formulat4

certain hypotheses propositions which are tested by going back and col'

lecting more cultural data, analyzing them, formulating new hypotheses, and.

.

repeating these stages if necessary. Even ag_the ethnographic report is writ-

ten, new hypothese may

still more field work.

surface, thus causing the ethnographer to engage in

F9ur strategies comprise ethnographic analysis'(Spradley, 1979,.p. 94):

(1) domain analysis, f2) taxonomic analysis, (3) componential analysis, And

(4) theme analysis.

EihnOgraphy seeks to systematically understand human culture from the

point of view of those who have learned their culture. The researcher learns

from the'informants rather than merely study them. Ethnography leads .to

an understanding ofanother way-of life from the perspective of the individual

whose way of life le-being investigated (Spradley, 1,979). .1

Sample Selection: The participants in this study are American-born, full-

time married dOctoral students ages thirty-five and under vho were enrolled

in the Graduate School The Ohio State University during Winter and'Spring

quarters, 1982, and the

the time of enrollment and

students' who spend at least

*eluded.)

-enrolled spouses. All students Were matrtedl'at

reside in the home with their spouses. (commuting

two da per wek or weekends witti spouses were
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They were selected,from among the marriedAtoral rudents who obtained
y

Graduate SChool

telephone survey.

their Spring quarter registration forms in person from

during thd two-week registration period in February

(Appendix A) was used to determine

ing in the study. A ca4,1 wAs made to all students w'p had given written

each student's eligibility for participdt-

consent during registratipn,to be contacted by phone%for a fuller explana-..

tion of the study and of their prospective participation.

The names of students who remgined eligible for participation were ar-

ranged alphabetically into one of the four major4trata'according tp demographic

data they had provided: male and female students whose spouses are not en-

rolled butare employed and who have children; (2) male and-female students

whose spouses are not enrolled but are employed and who do not have children.

Using a table of random numbers, four couples were assigned to each of the four

categories, resulting in sixteen couples' participating in the study.

Separate and joint interviews were held with the couples. A torsi of

from six to eight hours were spent with each couple over a six -month period'-
. .

from February through August, 1982. All interviews were taped, and analyses

were made from tape transcriptions.

The use of structured interviews was felt to beinappropriate for an

ethnographic study, and, therefore, a broad'renge of issues 40 questions was

devised to help guide the interviews. These questions (Appendix B) were
4

developed from information taken from a review of releVant literature bn

student marriages, and questions were developed and revised as thr,inter-
-

views progressed.

140
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Importance of-Further Study on Married Doctoral Students:

1. Marfied students represent'appcoximateiy 25% of the college student
pb1ulation.

2. Mairied students have traditionally been ignored and not offered ser-
vices that contribute to their holistic'developient. Further, their
spouses and children have received little if -any attention from the
university.

3. There is a need for developing a set of criteriato be used as indica-
tors of marital stability and happiness in student marriages, as tradi-
tional critefia used to measure happiness in conventional tarries!,

seappear to be inappropriate for assessing student marriages.

4. The postgraduate effectS of doctoral study, which is a critical point
in the individual's development, should be studied. gale adjustment

period immediately toll:Owing graduation may lead to dissatisfaction
with the division of labor adopted as a student couple and with the non-
student spouse's new rote. The strong support role played by the non -
studenf wife, if no longer necessary, may displace her. 4 study is
needed to determine how, the new rolea differ and why they change, and
the long terWjeffects of doctoral study on marriage and family.

5.4* How does he student couple reenter the larger American culture upon
completion of the doctorate? What "rites'of passage" exist, and what
are their components? How is the transition made from "marginality"
to integration into the larger community?.

6. The doctoral student couple lacks valid norms to help the couple begin-
ning doctoral study develop appropriate expectations about this new life-

.

style and judge the appropriateness of their actions and decisions. These
students express.that they are often uncertain about the appropriateness
of what they are. doing, yet.they.lack norms to aid them in shaping their
behaviors.

7. As more and more studies are conducted,. Lt may becois possible to develdp
taxonomies about married student life and make some general predictions
about their lifestyles and' behavlors. These iay prove to be effective in
orientation and counseling services to the/new student couple.

8. Are th re differences in the couples' experiences according to major
// fields of study.? Do fields which emphasize interpersonal relationships

ando er opportunities for peer interaction account for different kinds
Of experiences and.attitudes among their studentsAhan among studte4s in
other fields? c.*--

10 *,
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9. Greater definitilon of the institution's..role with regard-to tarried.stu

1
dents is needed.' It may prefer to refrain from becoming involved in mar-
ried students' ?livei, or perhaps it is unclear about what its role should
be. The student. tends to prefer minimal involvement from the institution,
yet the need for some intervention hAs beeddemonstrated. This may be met
through the provision of campus psychologists or personnel with a medical
background, since couples seem to prefer these. 'Further, personnel should. .

have knowledge, understanding, and appreciation for non - traditional marriage
forms, as techniques used for conventional marriages may not apply.

10. 'Various support services are needed to aid the student couple in meeting
tits new demands, including child care, marriage counseling, more.p.exi-
ble class schedules, and more relevant campus activities which appeal to
married students.

6.

11. As more and more older students enroll, there is likely
tant increase in themumber of married students. Their
drastically alter family functioning.\

12. Thelack of attention institutions give to the large number of married
' students suggests that a tremendous human resource potential is not be-

ing fully developed. Moreover, the coping skills developed by these
couples may be modified and applied to other situations which create
stress among students.

to be a concomi-
return could

13. The role of married student housing needs to be investigated in terms,of
its effect on the marriage- and on the development of important support
systems.

14. Given the spouses' interdependence and the couple's independence and au-

tonomy, a certain level of separation:from the institution seems "healthy"
and necessary for the student's continued personal development.

15. To what extent does the student's fee11ng of "loss of control" in his or
her school life affect family. functioning and the studenen °Lir gertqc of
well-being?

of
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A. Support Systems
4

The primary stabilizer for the doctoral student couple is the support-

a

received from the non-student spouse and parents, with thatst of the spoUse

being the most important.' The family is usually considered to be,S net-
-4

w ork resource willing ,or able to provide advice, suppo itor feedback, (Tols-

dorf, 1966), and it is the most accessible of all support.systems (Caplan,

1974). This was Supported by findings on doctoral student couples,

1. Support from. Spouse: The 'spouse provides financial, emotional/

psychological, academic, and basic needs support.

. a. Financial support: This enables the student to remain in school

and allows the family to continue functioning. Because of the important

role marriage plays as a source of financ0ial support, it is viewed as'being

very compatibleyith marriage, as a laige percentage of married 'graduate'

-students are supported in part by their spouses' income (Feldman,' 1975).

(1)..filployment of not-student spouse: The spouse's 'employment

serves as the main source of income, although the student usually also works:

The student wife always works, and he decision to return to school is based

on her ability to lotate adequate support for her education, which usually

comes from stipendsiand fellowships. The need,for her to be able to support

her own education is a reflection of the traditional view of awdmants graduate
40

education as being what Bernard (1964) refers toas an "conOmic luxury."

When the husband enrolls,'the wife assumes the chief-,support role. Some- .

times it is the first time she has worked; but usually she itready holds.a

job. Her job usually has low prestige and few opportunities for advancement. '

McCoy (19.79) describes the wife as frequently in a state of,ufidertalnty, delay-

ing her own development, working at an unchallenging job'to support her hus-
r .

12 l



band's education or supporting small children on an ina4quete budget.

The wife'a new position in the chief support role-precludes risk-taking

on thrl! job Which might threaten job security. Usually, however,'she is satis-.

field in her new role and views it as a short-term investment toward long-term

gains..
4

The husband now assumes more responsibility'for managing the household

and caring for the children. He does not experience feelings of inadequacy

as a result of no longer being chiefly responsible for, the support of his

family, which conflicts with earlier findings by McCoy (1979).

This may be due to the wife's tendengy to minimize her support role. She

views her contribution as helping maintain the family and not toward sending

her husband to school, It is speculated that cognitive dissonance accounts

for the wife's attitude, A.*, if the marriage ends after graduation, she-

is less:likely to feel cheatedif she minimizes her support role. Also, she

seems to feel it is necessary to confirm her husband's independence, which

reflects traditional views about' male,independence.

Student marriages seem more vulnerable to conflict (Alley; 1963; Christen-

sen & Philbrick, 1952; Dressell, 1965; Hall & Valine, 1977; Khan.& Sharpley,

1976;: Marchand & Langford, 1952; Marshall & King, 1966; Medalia, 1962; Rice,

1979), but there are no data on the rate of divorce among student marriages

!Rice; 1979). It appears that such marriages would also be more vulnerable

to postdoctorate divorce since the non-student wife may lose an important

support role when her husband completes school.

Mueller (1960) suggests that the wife may resentful about the

tremendous sacrifice she must make during these critical years of her de-

velopment. in fact, she may be plagued by the "degree-followed-by divorce"
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syndrome. However, the doctoral student wife in this study exhibits no such

,fear's and, in fact, seems,pleased with her new role.: She gains increased

'ability to influence outcomes and to negotiate important decisions,tand she'

becomes more autonomous,independent, develops new skills and interests' clari-.

fies career objectives, and improves her own educational skills via inter-

action with her husband. Further, her husband develops a.heightene4apprecia-
'!

.tion for her as a result of her commitment toward supporting his pursuits.

Sex role conflicts may occur, and the family frequently experiences role

reversals (McCoy, 1979). However, the changes 4e what Rice (1979) refers to

as the "power structure" within the family does not seem to affect marital

relations. In fact, the student wife couple; which is typically more egalitari-

an, experiences few sex role reversals upon enrollment. The student husband

couple becomes more cohesive and interdependent as a result of the role changes. ,

The husband is usually employed when his wife enrolls. If her schooling

means that the family must relocate, he is willing to move but only after

giving careful consideration to his own career and after devising a plan in

which the move (1) does not penalize him professionally, (2) will not require

extensive job-seeking effort on his part, and (3) will be for a two-'orfthree-

year period of time, after which the couple will relocate to a site determined

by the wifels ability to find employment commensurate with her doctoral train-

ing. His professional career is usually advanced when the family relocates,

for the wife's matriculation.

The non-student wife, however, usually follows her husband without-re-
.

gard for her own professiOnal development. Hembrough (1966) says Her mobility

is often determined by his change in employment, which also Orecltides her en-
.

rollment. She may find it difficult to find a job in the new area and must
-

14



often take a job lower'in status thanthe one she left.

(2) Delayed gratification: A primary. form of financial sup-

port is the couples delay in acquiring goons and services during matricula-

tion. The nature of the "investment" concept reserves all resources for the
...-

student's use, although this is -.not so prevalent among the student wife couple

since it has fewer financital concerns. This couple tends to_maintain its

former standard of living after enrollment.

The tendency toward delayed gratification is also presentin the student

husband couple's decision about having children. Despitethe wife's irecreas-

ling age, the decision has usually already beeh made to postpone having ahildren

until after graduation, and little will change this decision until after the

student has been adMitted to candidacy. The student wife family is not in-

fluenced by this concept with regard to having 6hildren and feels school and

children are compatible.

b. Emotional /psychological support: This form of support includes

encouragement, listening to problems, sharing frustrations,'and making the

home more conducive for study by assuming certain.iesponsibilities for man-
1

aging the household and becoming more independent in making personal and

financial decisions so as to free the studeht from them.

The psychological investment thespbuse makes may prove disadvantageous

to the student who may contemplate postponing or abandoning doctoral study
a

but is made to feel guilty for not wanting to complete the degree.' .

The wife tends to give up all outside interests and friends-if she feels

they interfere with her support role. She is accessible to her husband as

his needs demand. The non-student husband, while extremely helpful and sup-

portive, is less likely to give upoutside interests and activities, which may

lead :o greater marital astisfaction,aa,SZaus(1980) found a close relation-

15
a,
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ship between satisfaction in leisure and leisure-time aoMmities and marital

satisfaction, especially for husbands.

The level of emotional/psychological support. is higher if the husband

already holds the doctorate since he has undergone a similar, experience. It

is reduced if the spouse has had no college experience at all, which precludes

an understanding about certain aspects of being a student.

C. Academic support; A similarity of professional interests and/or

academic backgrounds or levels between spoues allows for greater intellectual

stimulation. The wife becomes-heavily involved in her husbands school work,

e.g., reading or typing papers and discussing ideas with him. These, help

reduce her feelings of isolation; give her a greater sense of putpose with

regard to her support role; minimize the differences in educational levels;

improve her ability to interact with him, his peers and professors; and re-

duce the likelihood that he-will turn to others for support.

The wife admits that at times she may provide academic support so as to

reduce opportunities for which her husband may have to turn to female olassr

mates for help. It is known that school provides an increasing number of

opportunities for the husband to interact with yonnger persons, especially.

those oethe opposite sexs(Rice, 1979).

The husband is only minimally involvedin his wig's school work, and she

prefers it this way. She viaws her education as a private matter although a

joint undertaking and tends to use her accomplishments in school as a wa

enhancing her own self-esteem, independence, and competence. Anxiety a ut

criticism from her husband regarding her school work is also a factor in her

desire to work alone.

A large percent of married students have high grade point averages,
a

which'supporte-ei-flier findings (Bergen & Bergen, 1976). The doc

k

oral

student's anxiety about making high grades lessensas more time is pent'

1.6
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in the program.

The wife's high level of involvement in her husband's work would appear

to enhance his academic achievemet more greatly than the student wife's
,

.

0
_

performance, as'she receives little acadeic support from her husband. 1So,11

(1
he is freed from more household responsibilities, which permits himlnore

study time. But Von der Embse & Childs (1979) found that marital status is

not a significant factor in men'S academic performance although it is for

women. No comparisons of grades were made among doctoral student couples..

The wife's rolg:::ohelping her husband with his studies, he feels,resurts

in improved performance and may also enhance marital relations by providing

an opportunity fortnteraction. The wife, on the other hand, can find

studying to be an isolating activity. Aller (1963) suggests that the wife

o

who does well in school may do so at the expense of neglecting her family,

or perhaps the unhappy and insecure wife may absorb herself in school w54
i 1

and strive for high grades to compensate for her dissatisfaction. The

doctoral student e seems to do well despite her various responsibilities

and lack of academic help from her husband. The egalitarian quality of the

-marriage is, no doubt, a reflection of her independence, which is also miniL

,

fested in her study habits.

If the husband holds the doctorate, which is likely in student wife coti-

ples, he may provide emptional/psychological support, since he has undergone

a similar experience, but academic support is usually not given unless their

fields are very clOselY related. No difference in the level of emotional sup-

port: according to the non-student spouse's educational level was perceived.

d. Basic needs soopport: The student's increased absence from the home

and involvement in school work while at home creates additional household

responsibilities for the spouse, leading to a greater need to share roles
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4.

and to possible conflicts regardAing the need to prioritize roles. Basic needs

'. support include household or domestic duties, handling of family finances,

and child care.

Household duties: The student wife family is characterized

as highly egalitarian in terms of its. sex role orientation, and this factor

seems to facilitate her ability to enroll. The husband is likely to assume

shared responsibility for household tasks, while the student husband is

likely to refer to hi.s role as merely "helping out:" Her enrollment, however,

increases the likelihood that she will resume traditional roles,because (a)

of,her more`flexible time schedule, (b) she feels guilty, about not contri-

buting a greater share to family income, (c) she wants to remain an' important

and functioning family member, and (d) she actually feels that her husband

lacks sufficient time to assist with household chores.

The student husband is less likely 'to feel guilty about not assuming a'

more active role in household. management and usually expects his wife tobe-

'come more accommodating as his needs demand. She may perceive inequity and

unfairness in their new roles as time passes, which leads to negotiations

about a more equitable distribution of work assignments.

(2)i Child care: The husbgnd, whether enrolled or not, 'assists,

greatly with Child care rebponsibilitiesiOihich is related, both to the enjoy-

.

ment he derives front spending time.with his children, and the need to care -for

children so that his wife may work, even though it sometimes interferes with

his ability totstudy in the home. The spouses coordinate their class and

work schedules and usually do not participate outside activities withouti

first conferring with each other. The husband's participation in child care

is greatly improved Ifnegotiationsregarding his role as parent are made
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prior to the birth of the child.

(3) Income management and budgeting: Management of family in-

-

come is usually performed by the non-student spouse regardless of sex or of

. which had this responsibility prior to school. The student wife, howevet, may

assume this task so as to free her husband of worries associated with her loss.

of income, or she may give up this responsibility because she often feels that

her right to influence financial decisions decreases as hei contribution to

family incipme decreases.

2. Parental Support; Relatives are seen as primary sources of aid dur-,

%lag crises, and friendship and kinship ties are extremely important (Collins &

Pancoast, 1976). Sussman and Burchinall (1962) view the kin family network

as an essential structure in family functioning; after.marriage many couples

continue to 'be invoIVed in a network of mutual assistance with' their families,

especially with parents:--The role'of parental support among doctoral\student

couples is indicative of an extended family support network.

Parental assistance is seldom needed for basic needs Support,. and often

the greatest form of support they provide is the assurance of their'availa-

bility in the event they are needed. Since most parentshave not attended

. .

college, they lack sufficient underStanding about what study toward the

dectorate entails. Moreover, they rarely'understand a successful son's or

daughter's motive for returning to school but yet remain supportive. Regard-

ing financial support 'from them, the student husband is not likely to receive

,
mon om his parents but does get other forms of financial assistance from

them. .2 usually does not ;accept money from his own parents because of his

wife's rilent objection, which arises out of her (a) pride in being able to

support the family, (b) fear that her husband will become dependent, (c) de-
'
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sire to remain free of indebtedness and parental influences, and (d) her

tendency to compare her husband's and her father's levels of independence.

Bergen and Bergen (1978) found that there is a greater tendency for the

/spouses.. to disagree on major dec sions when the husband's family is a major

source of income and a higher quality of marriage when the wife's Parents

provdde support than when the husband's parents do. This is supported by

couples is this study, in that the student husband's acceptaace'of support

from-his parents leads to marital conflicts, initiated by the wife's

However, she readily accepts support from her own family, and
-

he does not feel threatened by their offers to help, although he does consider

it a matter of personal pride ,to not have to rely on them for support.

Parents of the'student husband may provide support out of guilt that the

wife nok has to support the family or to repay her for the "sacrifice" they

perceive she is making toward their son's education.

The student wife couple rarely receives support from parents, as the

family is usually self- supporting and does not require additional support.

Periodically gifts may be sent for special occasions. The couple uses sav-
e.

ings and then a lending institution instead of.parents to meet financial

needs. The couple who experienced' what appeared to be the highest level

of dissatisfaction relies on loans as a major source of inc There was

tension about how such loans were to be repaid and ab uethe inadequate

income that forced. the couple to rely on loans. This finding 'lends support

to the conclusion that there is a more frequent tendency for disagreement

and dissatisfaction when loans tare a source of income (Bergen & Bergen, 1978).

These data confirm findings that marriage often frees the couple from parental

support (Greenberg and DeCoster,-1976; Latange, 1962; Straus;1980), and they
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must learn to support themselves.

B. Marital. Stability

The wife's return to school may ptecipitate threat of or an ,actual divorce,

'influenced by her new ecorionlic and professional r*Oles-,jw-bich may result 3n a
, -

new power structure in- the family (Rice, 1979), sex_role_canfltcts, an4 role

reversals (McCoy, 1979) as she acquires increased ability to significantly

influence outapmes and to negotiate important'decisiOns. Another factOr which'

affects marital stability is duration of marriage. Because of the doctoral

student's age, his or her marriage is likely to be of longer duration, which'

may also be related to lower'marital satisfaction (McKeon & Piercy, 1980).

Since college study'and preparation, years represent a temporary situation

(Christensen & 1962; Reimer, 1942), the doctoral'student may alsO.

experience extremely high feelings of temporariness and marginality in this

environment, which some researchers say is designed primarily fdr the unmazried

young adult (Greenberg & DeCoster, 1976; Flores, 1975; Moore et al., 1972).

Despite problems faced by married students, there are positive,factors

in operation which seem, to be more forceful thans.the problems. encountered

and which'help to sustain the marriage (Khan & Sharpley, 1980).,

Fdw studies have, actually matched married students with non-student couples

determine if marital adjustment problems of married students are any greater

than those which exist among married couples in general (Selby, 1972).

Studies show advantages of student marrIZges are more prevalent that.' dis-

advantages. Advantages are stabilizing effect, common goals, companionship,

improved management of time and income, sex, pooled resources, love, ma-

turing togerEii (Chilitophetson et al., 1960), emotional security, greater

incentive to 'succeed, home comforts, fewer social pressures, and more settled

2i
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Ak
life (Atler,a963). Disadvantages Include financial hardships, time shortage,

early responsibilities, limited social life, children, delayed completion of

degree, exclusion from college life, emotional tension, dropping out, inade-

quatequate study condition, , ocial-isolation caused by low income, and interrup-

tion of long-range plans (Christopherson et,a1., 1960).

Reconciling the dual and often conflicting` demands of. the student-spouse

role may help enhance marital stability rather than complicateiarital re-
/

litions. Several factors affect marital stability. Ad earlier study

(Selby, 1972) had reported that the doctoral husband's marital problems

are not influencea_by his studies, and that the couple experiences no more

stress than the young couple In which the'husband'tb employed tin a business.

1. .Differences in educational levels: Despite earlier findings that

differences in educational levels may threaten maritai'stability (Bergen &

Bergen, 1978), the docparalStudent's spouse dbes not feel threatened by the

tl

husband's or wife's enrollment and shows littlel.nterest in returning to

school to help .compensate for whatever differences may exist, which refutes

earlier findings (Hembrough, 1966; McCoy, 1976; Schlundt, 1962;,Selby, 1972).

TMe student's enrollment may, in fact, convince the spouse not to pursue en-

rollment, partiCularly if it has adversely affected the marriage. The stu-

dent's matriculation floes seem to lea& to clarification of the spouse!s career_

goals, which may then lead to a decision to pursue additional studieSfor some

form of training to meet specific career goals. ,The differences in educational

levels may threaten one's self-esteem when there is interaction between the

. couple and student peers and/or professors. In such settings the student

shws great concern for ensuring that the spodse feelS at ease and may_seek to

include the spouse in,conversations so as to reduce feelings of isolation and

22
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'

the

. b
to.enhance the spouse's acceptabliity to the group. Ultimately the spouse

/

may resolve the matter by simply not attending such events unless necessary':

Bergen and Bergen (1979) found that when only one spouse is enrolled, the
.

quality of the Marriage is higher if the husband he student and considerably

less when only the wife is, enrolled. Also, a,negative Zorrelation between.

quality of marriage and husb4nd's educational:level up to the master's level

-was founci.' However, wives in graduate school may rank higher because their.

educational levels' more nearly approach their husbands'. The non-student wife

- is not likely to already hold the doctOrate,"but the non-student husband does.
. 0

McKeon & Piercy (1980) found no ,significant difference in marital adjustment

by sex of enrolled spouse when only one spouse is in-school. This study of

doctoral students revealed no perceived differences in marital happiness by

sex of enrolled spouse or educational. level of non-student spouse.

The spouse may feel that the husband or wife is outgrowing him, or her, but

such fears do not appear serious or to threaten the marriage, and they usually

dissipate once the spouse, develops greater c6nfidence in personal or profession-

al skills, recognizes his'or her importance to the spodee's completion of'dhe

gree,orengage6 impersonal development activities so as to minimize the dif-

ferences in educational levels. The student may minimize this role at home,

which could create a continuing need for the student to sublimate achievements

in order-to appease the less well-educated spouse. The student may also help

allay fears by complimenting the spouse's support role and recognizing that

though the content of their knowledge may differ, the quality pf it does not.M

The non-student husband is not likely to experience fearscsince-he usually

holds the doctorate and/or a prestiguous, well-paying professional position._ -.

In marriages where the wife is matriculated, marital adjustment appears
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to be positively determined by one's'self-concept, and this is especially true

when only the wife is enrolled'(Hall & Valine, 1977). The study confirms

this notion since the husband has a degree or position which enhances his self- .

concept prior to the wife's enrollment, Thus, he feels less threatened by his

wife's ,education than the non-student wife feels about her husband's.

2. Financial problems: Adequate financial resources are one-possible

determinant of marital adjustment (Bergen & Bergen, 1978), although stu4i

show that among married students financial problems and marital adjustment.have

a negative correlation .(Christopherson et al, 1960). This was supported among

doctoral students. Financial problems of married students are an important

area of study since such problems adversely affect marital adjustment of students

(Aller, 1963), but this seems true only when the couple who has not previously

had financial problems now experiences serious ones. Married students also

have higher expenses than single students and often must borrow money, become

employed, or have the spouses work (Geiken, 1972). Their expenses result from

school, however, and not'from additioAal purchases. Financial problems rank

high among married. students (DeLisle, 1965; Graff & Horne,1973; Gruver &.

LaBadie, 1975; Khan & Sharpley, 1980), and married students need additional,

income, but these do not lead to marital instability.

+.

Most problems identified,by married students are financial in nature

(Greenberg'& DeCnster, 1976). Financial problems are also important in in-

fluencing the duration of graduate sdy (Wilson, 1965). But doctoral students'

matriculation does not appear to be negatively affeCted by restricted income.

Among doctoral students in this study inadequate finances--though of pri-

mary concernenhance rather than reduce marital stability. The couple's

financial condition is accepted as a necessary aspect of graduate student life

9 z:
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with which they must cope. happinesa and the quality.of life are not seen

as being relatqd to money, unless the couple has severe financial problems.

Status is defined in terms of one's position ag a doctoral student and the

potential benefits to accrue upon completion of thedegree, not on financial

research reports that inadequatestanding. This conflicts with earlier

income is one of the chief concerns of ma..-ried students in that it gives rise

414.

qv variety of.other day-to-day needs and wishes, such as academic pressures,

anediverse domestic disturbancesanxieties about postgraduation employtent,

(Gottlieb, 1981).

The happier married graduate students, are_ herse without financial

.''''*
since freedom from' such cpetins helps stabilize their personal'ana.concerns,

. emotional

con-

lives and enables thedto shape their future according to other, im-

portant needs (Latange, 1962 ). Among doctoral student couples however, it

is the concern for financial and other "external" problems 11y seem

to enhance marriage. The

tion and develops a

couple becomes more toterantof its'economic

morecooperative relationship as a way to cope with ft-,

nancial. strain brought on by their efforts to achieve an' important. life goal.

The couple's income,' though it usually:decreases upon enrollment, may ac-

tually improve as a result of increased effort to budget and the couple's

modified spending habits. Actual income may also increase if (a) the student'es

stipend is tax free, (b) if the spouse's employment represents a new and

additional income, and (c) if the couple Lelocates in order for the wife to

attend school.

a. Aititu s toward financial stress: The

or overly concern d about financial' problems. Lack

such problems may cause the student'to characterize

to some marital problems. The wife tends to accept

couple is not debilitated
/ .

Of prior experience with

itself as poor and lead

their condition and does not

ti
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usually apply 'pressure on her hubbandto finish school unless (a) he hat

been enrolled for 'three years, (b) he has been enrolled continuously since

completion of the master's, .(c) they have or want children, or (d) she feels
7,1

ti

he is enjoying the:student role more than. the prbspects of returning to work.

The couple seldom-makes installment purchases, and their standard of living

is well'belowwhat it is expected to be aftergraduation, which the couple

feels 4.11 be the onset of a higfielTetandard of living. Christopherson and

ottiers (1960) found there is'a lower aspiration for material items, and -,most

seem willing to settle for posZans that ,stress security, even if it means

they forfeit greater financial rewar84: -Mbit of their happiness relates to
,

their hope for advantages ahead'(Mueller,:1960); Which is reflected by the

married student couple's recognition. that the campus prestige system is not

ba'd on 'their-income and 'that eheir situation is only temporary. These

couples desbribe their lives as being "9n hold4.and they feel that financial
.

,A
Problems are but a part of the price.to pay for the eventual transition to

a better way of life.

b. Coping behaviors: The coup le budgets its income, although it does

not rigidly adhere to its plan, as Straus' (1980) also discovered. Major

puichases the couple desires are and air, followed by clothet and appli-

ances. Installment purchases are seldom made since this means coblitting'in-

come that has not yet been. earned.

The husband usually manages his own income and uses it primarily to support

his education. The wife, however, tends.to view hers as a part of the total

family.__ income and is less likely .to .designate it for education-alone__

The student wife couple is more financially secure than the student hus-

band couple, as measured by home ownership and location of home in a presti-

,

guous or'auburban neighborhood. It seeks to maintain its former standard of

2 t)
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living,'which is usually possible, although not so wiI the student husband

couple. One of the first activities the couple gives up as a result of la6er

income is outside entertainment, which may lead to some marital problems since

, the couple considers occasional "getting away from it all" to be conducive to .

stability. The couple usually preceives its financial condition to be better

than that of other doctoral student couples, which is an effective coping

mechanism. Moreover, the current way of life is valued more highly than the

couples lifestyle prior to enrollment or than any alternative lifestyle the

couple would` otherwise be engaged in. "Stress optimization", "stress mitiga-

ting strategies" (Skinner, 1980), and "tension management techniques" (Paloma,

1971) hel? the couple in accepting financial problems more readily:

3. -Social Relationships: Financial problems reduce the couple's ability

to develop social relationships since there is a reduction in activities

that provide opportunities for meeting new people and socializing with friends.

The couple may begin to rely on home entertainment more, but this may cause

problems for the non-student wife who may be embarrassed by the inadequacy of

the home and its furnishings. Relationships With friends obtained prior to
4

enrollment are not necessarily affected by the couple's lower income.

4. Time Pressures: While some married students can be .together on a

regular basis in pursuing outside interests, exchanging ideas, discussing

issues, laughing together, and working on projects (Bergen & Bergen, 1978),

one of the most significant problems facing married graduate students relates

to time: to study, to spend with family, for leisure and relaxation, for com-

pleting household responsibilities; and for meeting other demands of their

dual roles. Married students have little time to spend with each other (Bus-

selen & Busselen, 1975). Time represents the couple's most important problem:

.

fatigue; can't get everything done, can't find time t6 be together, and hus-
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.

band's unwillingness to do. his share of household responsibilities

1960): Lee (1960) found time to be the source of most problems among married

students.

A major complaint of doctoral student couples relates to time problems,

i.e., demands of home, school, and work, which leave little time and opportunity

for the spouses,to be together or with their children, to develop or continue

social relationships, or to participate in social activities. Time problems

are usually exacerbated wheNchildren are present because of the added-child

care and household responsibilities they create. Scheduling time becomes an

important matter in resolving time conflicts.

a. Time management: SchoOl may actually increase the amount of time

the couple has to spend together, as the flexibility of time enables the spouses

to coordinate their schedules more easily.

Scheduling and routinization are required to cope witt all the demands

lest the couple finds itself in an "iron grip" "(Busselen.& Busselen, 1975).
tee

Because timejs so limited, the couple is likely to feel free time should be

'protected and spent wisely. Activities, individuals, and other factors which

ti

do not aid the student .in accomplishing goals are viewed as intrusions or

obatacie. The couple may lose interest in activities unrelated to school or

completion of the degree, which may further isolate the couple and alienate

them from acquaintances-and peers. \\*
The role 'iven priority at any one time is usually the one which has the

\----- .

greatest level of immediate importance or urgency, and this may. alternate from

I' .

home to school, and vice versa. Primarily it is through cooperation, under-
.

standing, awareness of each other's needs, and re ect for each other's in-

volvements in individual pursuits that the couple is able to meet the demands



efficiently and effectively;

b. Spending time with spouse: The husband and wife may have toO

24

employ various strategies to obtain even a limited amount of time together

(Schiavo, 1978). The physical and emotional separation caused by school also

leads to sex and communication problems; the latter of which relates primarily

to lack of time to talk (Gruver% Labadie, 1975).

"Tunnel vision," "myopia," and "obsesSioh" with completion.of.the degree

are all terms used by students and their spouses to suggest the importance of

the student roles. Usually the non-student wife is the firdt to become. aware

of the increased physical and emotional separation and to seek means foi re-

versing this situation, as she experiences the separation more severely.

One way to resolve the dilemma is to schedule time to be together, which

involves eliminating outside activities that may occur during.times not already

committed to school or work. The routinization of the student's school life

seems to facilitate scheduling in one's personal life.

Scheduling time to be together may not always be feasible, and there is

always the likelihood of interruptions and cancellations, both of which pro-,.

duce additional anxiety.

One or both spouses may become possessive about the time designated to

be spent together, and often special-permission must be gained from tae

other in order to be exempted. Violations of the agreement may lead to

resentment and anger. The non-student spouse expects that study time will,

be spent wisely so that it does not interfere with time to be spent alone.

Yamamoto.(196f) found that married student housing residents rarely

engage.in creative activities and that social activities are not of major

concern to, them. Thus, although spending time together is considered im-

243
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portant, how it is spent is often of minor importance. Usually the couple

engages in non-creative activities, movies, - television, dinner,and talk-

hag one another. Going outside the home for entertainment is usually re-

,,fir special occasions. The presence of children, inadepate financial.

resources, and time constraints reduce the couple's ability to Ighgage in out-

side activities.

The doctoral student couple shows little tendency to have engaged in out

side activities even prior to enrollment, which mdrmean that doctoral pro-

grams are disproportionately represented by students having low social needs.

Moore and others (1972) suggest that their. social needs are low because the

couple's basic needs have not been met.

5. Communication: Patterns of communication may be altered as a result

of unavailability of time, preoccupation with school-related demands and

expectations, and the physical and mental exhaustion, which may reduce the

desire to talk or listen. The results may be increased friction and disagree-

ments. A spouse may withhold feelings for fear of hurting the other, since

sufficient time is not ailable for full exploration of feelings and atti-

tudes or to resolve any pro lens which might erupt. However, these conditions,

especially time constraints, may lead spouses to become more concise and fo-

6used in communicating with one another. Selby (1972) found that doctoral

study has no effect on marital communication between couples.

Topics of conversation revolve around home, school, and children, if any,

and seldom include world and political events unless.,the student is majoring

in an area where such events are emphasized. Conversations about school and

work are seldom discussed in technical terms, which may have a negative ef-

fect on the quality and level. of communication.

As more time is spent in the marriage relationship, the spouses become more

3u
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at ease, and there is greater tendency to be open and*candld without-1.40x_

of hurting or offending one another. This would appear to be aresultof--

...../

improved marital relations. However, earlier studies suggest that there is a

negative correlation between mutual marital satisfaction and length of marriage,

with marriages of five years duration or less having significantly higher

marital adjustment scores and mutual - marital satisfaction than those ormore

than five years.(Chu & Bergsma, 1978; McKeon, & Plercy, 1980). Thus, it seems

that the longer the couple's marriage (over five years), the less improved

marital relations become. Among doctoral student couples, however, duration

of marriage seems to correspond positively with marital satisfaction, and/it

is the challenging experience of doctoral study to which many couples in part

attribute the success of their marriages.

In couples in which only the husband is enrolled, communication is seen as

a positively more serio(s problem, due in part to the lack of involvement of

both spouses in the same kind of life (Price-Bonham, 1966) . Though not enroll-

ed, the wife is highly involved in her husband's schooling, which would seem

to enhance communication, especially. .with regard to school. The earlier,

finding, therefore, cannot be supported.

6. Children: The presence or number of children does'not negatively

affect marital stability among doctoral student couples. Earlier results,

however, show that children are seen as having a potentially negative effect on

marital adjustment (Chu & Bergsma, 1978; Marshall & King, 1966;.Price-Bonham,

1966). Parent couples. in this study, however, seem to feel 'that having

children actually improve the marriage. The non-student wife who.does.not

have children seems to become less satisfied with the decision not to have
A

children as she approaches or passes age thirty. Continued delay may create

31
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some conflict among husband and wife, aince.she may view the possibility

of never having children becohing lire likely as her age increases.'

Low income and the added responsibility 4f academic work are pri.

mary reasons for the added psychological and emotional burden of parenthood
4

among married university students (Hurley & Palonen, 1967). Doctoral

student couples, however, refute the notion of children contributing to family

problems with the exception of some child care considerations which may lead

to a more confining and restricted iifestyle.

a. Family planning: An important problem of student couples concerns

discipline of children and whether or not to have children (Gruverli& Labadie,

1975).' There are conflicting opinions held by student husbands and student

wives on this issue of having children while enrolled.

(1) Student husband: Children are viewed by the childless couple

as consuming exhorbitant amounts of time and money, to the extdftt that they

are believed to interfere with the husband's ability .to continue in. school.

His wife, however, desires to have children before her age becomes a factor

in risklfassociated with childbirth. She is more fearful about postponing hay.-

ing children until his graduation if she. is nearing or has passed-age thirty.

Children are seen as a financial burden, as interfering with study time (Mar-

shall & King, 1966) and are reasons for emotional Strain (Holmstrom& Holmstrom,

1974). These represent the student husband's major concerns about having

children while in school. As he nears completion he develops a mdre -relaxed

attitude about having children, since they are now perceived as less disrup-

..tive to his continued schooling. The couple may become less careful about

using birth control methods although will not usually make a conscious deci-

sion to have a child. Both spouses begin to develop more positive feelings

32
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'about having children, but economic read-6ns continue to be the primary.rea-

.son for wanting to postpone children until after graduation, a finding that

has been supported by previous study (Christopherson et al., 1960).

A (2).Student wife: She is not likely to postpone having chil-

dren. Primary reasons are increasing age and greater flexibility of time

for pregnancy and childrearing. She sees being in school as an opportune
e

time to have.children. Schlundt (1962) found Children to be one of the main

reasons wives do not return td school. Unwanted pregnancies have delayed or '

eliminated college altogetherfor some wives (Lee,1960), which leads to

resentment (Alley, 1963). The doctoral student wife, however,.does not drop

out of school because of children, which makes previous findings tenuous.

Having children while in school seems more typical of the upper social

'class, since the student wife family is more likely to consider school and

children as being compatible, and she has a higher socioeconomic standing.

Eshleman and Hunt (1967) had found that having children while in college vi-.

olates upper social class norms and that lower spcioeconomic class students

were more likely to have children while enrolled.

b. Effects of Children on Studying and Attendance: Parental respon-

sibilities appear to be more demanding for student wives than for student hus-

bands. However, the egalitarianism of the student wife couple means that she

is freed from many household responsibilities. Despite the many responsibili-

ties assumed by the non- student wife, she seems to provide greater amounts

,-"of basic needs, emotional/psychological, and academic support to her husband

than the non-student husband provides his wife.

Children are viewed as distractions from studies because of the student's

desire to spend time with them. Because child care is often so exhausting, it

precludes studying in the home. Children do not appear to affect school
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attendance since both parents coordinate school and work scledules so well.

The amount of time devoted to studying does not seem to be affected by chil-

dren, but place for studying often is, as Eshleman and Hunt (1967) found.

c. 'Effects of Parent's Schooling on Children: A major problem is

lack of time to spend with children because of graduate.student responsibili-

ties (DeLisle, 1965). Aside from children's disappointment over a parent's

inability to spend more time with thet, school does not appear to, have an

ostensible negative effect on children. The reduction in family. income as a

result of a parent's enrollment may create feelings of guilt, especially'if the

student feels he or she has_ prioritized educational needs above the child's.

d. Child Care: The need for outside child care is greatly reduced as

a result of inadequate financial resources and time constraints." Nevertheless,
a,

studies (Flores, 1975; Graff & Horne, 1973; Hembrough, 1966) have found ,child

care to be a major problem for married students who havechildren. The couple

usually cannot locate or afford suitable child care and does not have the time

for outside social engagements. Thus, children may negatively affectmarital-

relations since the couples consider it essential to occasionally have time

alone away from the children.

e. Effects of Children on Spcial Relationships: Becatlae children of-

ten confine the couple to the home, they reduce the couple's partiCipation in

activities whiCh could foster the development of new relationships or enable

the Couple.to maintain present ones. They reduce spontaneity in social par-

,ticipation, thus perhaps lessening the couple's association with childless

couples beCause of the need to plan. Children may, on the other hand, help

fc;ster social interaction between parents and others with children of similar

ages. Mutual interests in children creates opportunities for conversation and

participation in child-related activities. Children, however, have little

34
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influence on the develoOment of close or supportive relationships between

parents, which negates Goitlieb's (1981) findings The_ student_ couple,

especially when the.wife is enrolled, enjoys a lifestyle that is incongruent
wr

with the more traditional lifestyle of its neighbors, which makes them feel

"out of sync" with neighbors. They associate with them only minimally and for

specific short-term purposes, and do not show mutual support or caring.

f. Effects of Children on Parent's Opportunity for Privacy and Intimacy:

§chiavo (1980) found that children detract from the quality of the immediate

interpersonal experience among couples by interfering with the spouse's dis-

play of affection, inhibiting discussion of certain issues, and limiting their'

engagement in activities seen as essential to the marital relationship.

Parents' usual confinement to the home because of time, money, and other

factors associated with children may require that they create opportunities

for privacy and intimacy within the home, which may be extremely difficult

to accomplish unless strategies are devised. Such tactics include sending the

child outside to play, taking advantage of time is which the child is engaged

in activities away from the,home, and perforMing household tasks together.

While the parents may sometimes need to be authoritative with older children

so as to ensure having some time alone, they must als6 make sure there are

opportunities to include children in some discussions and activities so that

'the children will not feel alienated or neglected.

7, Role Conflict: Married students have specific problems germane

to their combined roles of student and spouse and perhaps also as parent and

employee (Falk, 1964; Large, 1980). Resolving these rolis may affect marital

relations.

Feldman (1975) found that the extent to which married students adhere to

traditional sex roles determines the degree of conflict between their dual
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roles. He speculates that some women may remain single so as to avoid the

possible student-spouserolc:conflict-, and-that-others-may end their- marriage-

to' alleviate conflict caused by these roles. In:terms 'of ending the marriage

to resolve role conflict, data on doctoral couples ao not support this.

Yamomoto (1965) found that hush'ends spent most of their time studying

and the least amount of time performing household work and child care.

Wives spent most of their time at work, and performing household work and

child care, which is supported by doctoral student wives in this study.

The doctoral student couple lacks a peer group of married student couples.,

The partner( develop a high level of confidence.in the appropriateness of

their lifestyle .as a student couple. They do not feel it is deviant. or allow

others' opinions to shape their behaviors or de sions. They may conveniently

breach societal marriage patterns in'order t develop a lifestyle that is

congruent with their needs and interests. The fluidity and anonyMity of

student life often makes certain behaviorS-aCceptable-that would be un-

acceptable in the larger culture, e.g., a non-student wife going out one

with one of her husband's fellow male students. Behaviors may be justified

on the basis or the "holding pattern" quality:they ascribe to their lives.

8. Sexual Problems: The couple's sexual life may be'affected by the

demands-created by conflicts in school and work schedules, and, to a lesser

extent, by exhaustion. One spouse may begin to Initiate sexual relations

more frequently than in the past. Sex may be viewed by an exhausted spouse

as a means of stimulating oneself, and it may also be viewed as a pleasurable

way foe both spouses to become tired together. Conflict in sleeping pattern%

may alter sexual activity; not necessarily its frequency. Each recognizes and

accepts that at times sex may be eniaged in for the benefit of one spouse and

36
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not the other. The need to "show love" waspresented as:an important, factor

in marital happinOSs, and the couple is likely to engage in "romantic"

behaviors frequently. These findings support earlier studies (Latange, 1962)

about satisfactly sex liVes among student, couples. Gruver & Labadie. (1975)

however, found sexual problems to be the nuMber'one complaint among married

rcollege students, due primarily to frequency and time of day. A major problem

was fatigue and not "showing love" (Bergen & Bergen, 1978):

9. Decision-Making: Multiple demands on the couple's time and energy

may result in one spouse, especially the non-student spouse, having to make

decisions with only minimal input from the other. Immediate. decisions may be

made alone, but "important" ones usually involve some contact between spouses.

The process is informal and expeditious.

Enrollment may actually reduce the student's influence on decisions and

increase the spouse's, such as when the non-student wife begins working and

making concomitant financial decisions. The student wife, however, may

relinquish some of her influence on decision-making because she tends to

feel that her right to influence decisions is based on the amount of her

financial contribution to family income. She may withdraw her influence as

the proportion of her income decreases.

Financial decisions made independently are usually guided by a preestab-

lished dollar amount which neither spouse may exceed without approval.

C. Social Relationships and Interaction:

The university environment offers increased opportunities for the student

to meet and interact with fellow students and faculty, but It does not neces-

facilitate the development"of intimate relationships. Establishing
fi

social relationships with ones peers, however, is not of major concern to the

sarily

7
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doctoral student couple. Peers serve a temporary and sparodic function, and

the relationships often lack the quality and purpose for becoming enduring

and meaningful relationships. Moore and others (1972) state that perhaps

basic needs are given, higher priority-among married students, and social needs

may not be fulfilled because basic needs have not been met. =Further, based

on findingeaty Gottlieb (1961), heavy participation in extracurricular

activities greatly retuCes one's success in developing meaningful support

networks.. Since the family is the primary support system, its maintenance

precludes ahigh level of social interaction elsewhere. Lee (1960) holds

y
that the demands of being a spouse simply leave little time for peer inter-

action, recreational activities, and others whith contribute to personal

development.'

Mpeller (1960) found that where socializing is desirable, a top priority

among marriedtudents is in recreation, and this,usually involves getting

together with neighbors. But he added that they feel isolated from partici-

pation in'such activities. Emotional strain and lack of financial resources

40 were found to be delterrents to regular participation... Among married doctoral

students, financial and time constraints are the major factors which preclude

interaction in recreation and leisure time activities. Association with

neighbors is limited by what the student couple perceives as an incongruity

in their individual lifestyles.

Like students in Geiken's (1972) study, married octoral students view

campus activities as unsuitable, seldom partici ate in them,-and rank thWM

lower than do single students. They do express some interest in meeting

other doctoral student couples with whom they may share experiences as

student .couples. However; no .aggressive efforts are initiated to identify
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such couples or to establish social interaction. The doctoiatstudent tends

to see the initiation of social relationships as a potential intrusion on

one's time and for this reason is reluctant to form new ones.

The student's matriculation may in ways isolate him or her from working

couples. Dressell 5) suggests that they lack access to'young married

couples in the professional or business world and. may feel isolated, insecure,

and unable to live up to the social obligations.of these other couples. The

doctoral student couple, however, seems to not desire association with'working

couples since such interaction may necessitate reciprocation of elaborate

4

entertainment and activities which the student couple simply cannot afford.

1. Change in Student's Interests: Married students have less time than

unmarried student's to spend 'for activities unrelated to their goals, and

they are more vocationally oriented and tend to engage primarily in activities

that will help them achieve their goals (Busselen & Busselen, 1975). Indeed;

enrollment brings about new interests, attitudes, and behaviors, which-may

alienate old friends. Also, school demands limit the student's availability

for social participation. The new environment leads to greater spontaneity`in

association between students and increased interaction with fellow students, and

new associations are likely to be formed as a result of the students' mutual

interest in school. These may replace former relationships, and interaction

with old friends becomes less frequent and more irregular. Individuals are

more likely to develop mutually supportive relationships with others who share

similar experiencei and lifestyles (Gottlieb, 1981). The purpose served by

former friends no longer exists or it continues to-be filled by irregular

association with them.

Attainment of the degree becomes a central focus of the student couple's i7

3,
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life.,\nd those activities, individuals, and interests which interfere with

degree-completion may simply be abandoned or neglected. Educational interests

and objectives replace interest in social activities and the development of

social relqtionships. Former friends may lack thorough understanding about the

student's new life. Association becomes even more infrequent, (a)sifformer

associates develop a negative attitude about the studen0,s enrollment, (2)

if they are engaged in behaviors that are not socially acceptable or which the
1).4

student feels will interfere with his or her completion of the degree, and (3)

if they do not aspire toward higher goals. The student may even.view them as

deterrents to goal accomplishment. The bonds that held the relationship to-

gether begin to dissipatas school takes on a more important role.

Former associates themselves may decrease interaction with the student

if they view the student role as representing a lowering in status. On the

other hand, the student role may actually enhance one's social status. New

and old acquaintances may be reluctant to develop or sustain relationships

with the doctoral student becauSe i71 the aura associated with doctoral study.,

Pursuit of the degree, thus, alienates some former friends and prevents new

relationships from forming because of-differences in educational levels:

Social support networks are essential to one's social adaptability and

personal well-being (Gottlieb, 1981). Further, he suggested in the study

that when individuals are faced,with a crisis or distress situation, their

emotional organiiation and relational arrangements must be altered, new ways

td deal with the situation must be devised, and new sources of supportmust

be found to enhance their well-being. Iftappr4ate former relationships

may be abandoned or altered,and new ones developed. Concerns,j3oals, and

sense of self may have to be modified. In a transition state they may find

that friends And family do not shafe,their new situation and that their

40
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problems are uniquely different from those experienced by others.in the com-

munity. They'may feel marginal to the community and socially isolated. Thus,

it becomes important for them to have access to a temporary community comprised

of others in a similar situation who'are able to identify with their experi-

ences and accept them (Caplan &'Killilea, 1976).

The married student couple, therefore, may be forced to develop relation- ,

ship§ with others having similar. circumstances, e.g., bther students, since

friends outside the university may neither understand nor appreciate the

married student's new situation or be able to empathize or provide the

appropriate help'when necessary. Married students may experience isolation,.

and find it necessary to adopt a new sense of self as student. This new iden-
'

tity may in itself be painful. It is during this time that association with

fellow students would seem of utmost importance in helping ,the student make

the transition and to accept the new identity. If'former friends alienate the

student and criticize the. new role, the change becomes more painful andstrau-

matic; since alienation is seen as helping to confirm a loss of status.

The non-student wife is likely to abolish relationships with.former friends-

because her interests tend to change to become more congruent With her hus-

band's. She may discontinue associating with those friends who do not under-

stand or appreciate her new interests.

The student may also conscious y limit the extent of association with fellow,

students because of a need for greater diversity so that life does not totally

center around school. The student's age, sex, race, and whether or not heor

she has children are but. some of the factors which might interfere with the de-

velopment of close social relationships with one's peers.

4i
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2. Absence of Peer Group' of Married Doctoral Students: The married

student codple's problems may be exacerbated by their tendency to compare

their behavior with that of other nonretudent couples. Because they lack
-A'4"

a reference group comprised of other married students by which behavior can

be modeled, they may be unable to identify coping skills applicable to their

new situation.

For the married student couple the single student's more liberated and

casual lifestyle is inappropriate, However, efforts are not made to.develop

relationships with married students, and one reason is because they are per

ceived to be under similar time and financial zonstraints, which preclude hope

of finding mutually convenient times for interaction. Flores (1975) found that

married studenti do attach some importance to participation in activities that

allow them-to develop meaningful relationships, and interaction with other

student families is considered a serious piOblem among married students

(Greenberg & DeCoster, 1976).

3. Support Role of Spouse and Family: Some married students with personal

probler-s may isolate themselves from peer contacts and rely instead only on

spouse, kin, or professional services for help (Gottlieb, 1981). The support

provided by the spouse and parents leaves few unmet needs. Social interaction

with peers is, then, given a low.priority. This high level of interdependence

and cooperation increases to the extent that tLe need for friends as a source

of social support is significantly.reduced. Former acquaintances play a less

important role as the marriage becomes more cohesive and gains more strength.

This, of course, may create a strain on the relationship, since lack of inter

action with others may cause one partner to develop unrealistic expectations

about the relationship and about the role of the other spouse.

Parents also provide support and opportunities for social. interaction.

They may serve as a social outlet and as intimate friends, which further

42
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decreases the need to rely on peers for support and social interaction.

4. Special Needs of the Non-student Spouse: The non-student spouse's

self-concept may complicate attempts to make new friends if he or she dues

not feel at ease in the presence of the spOuse's fellow students. The differ-

ences in educational levels,, feeling's of isolation from the university

.community, and the need for one to have his or 'her own friends may affect the

development of new relationships with other students. The non-studerit may feel

insecure or inferior about the differences in educational levels. This may

lead to the need to. have one's own,peer group separate from the university

community. School associates may be rejected if the non - student spouse feels

they do not share or appreciate his or her individual interests and goals.

Most of the couple's friends are likely to have been developed through the

student spouse, which supports Feldman' (1975) findings. it are_either

formed through school or student employment, and this is true regardless of

the student's sex. Thenon-student spouse is likely to have few, if any,

friends of his or her own; even though the need for having one's own friends

may from time to time seem important, especially to the non-student wife.

Feldman (1975) found that th husband tends to feel his wife spends too

much time with friends, and the wife seems more concerned that.he has differ-

ent friends. These findings could not be supported by data on doctoral stu-

dent couples.

The non-student wife has greater proclivity for developing relationships

with her husband's classmates than with his female classmates. The female stu-

dent may feel that the wife represents the traditional female role from which

she as a student may be trying to escape. The non-student wife may feel

threatened by the female student's independence and may view her as repre-

sentative of what the non-student wife herself cannot or has not become.
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His male classmates are less threatening and may even serve as somewhat of

an outlet for her at social engagements since she does not usually have her

own friends. The non-student husband is more likely than the non-student

wife to have his own outside interests, which reduces the need for reliance

on his wife's classmates. He tends to spend little time in the university

community, thus further reducing the possibility for interaction with students.

5. Expectations of Friends and the. Role of Former Friendships: Both

the student and-the non-student husbands have high expectalpns of friends,

which decreases the likelihood for forming lasting relationships in the mai-

versity or residential community. Social relationships are likely to remain

somewhat superficial, and interaction may be sporadic. He does not aggres-

sively'se ozm friendships and does not feel that new acquaintances can take

the place of his long-lasting friendships, which are based on many years of

association and various situations in which the friendships have been tested

and proven genuine.

6. Fear of Ending Friendships: Since the student and newly formed

friends are likely to pursue different career paths subsequent to graduation,

the potential for having to end association with friends may not justify mak-

ing new ones. The pain associated with ending friendships may be so trau-
,

matic that the student prefers superficial relationships and perhaps even

isolation and loneliness during the periodrof study rather than risk ending

them after a few years. Such fears are even more pronounced if the student

has already relocated in order to attend school.

7. Role of Professional Helpers in Resolving Personal Problems: Mar-

ried students seldom use college counselors and other helping professionals

(Geiken, 1972; Gottlieb, 1981; Greenberg & DeCoster, 1976; Horne & Wagner,

1974; Oppelt, 1965). Couples show a preference for friends,, faculty, and rela-

tives rather thah oncampus.counseling resources (Greenberg & DeCoster, 1976).
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Married students' infrequent use of counseling services may indicate they

use other social relationships to meet their counseling needs.- Or perhaps

they have WI increased ability to cope with emotional problems and tensions

more capably than unmarried students' (Oppeit, 1965). It is the latter that

is substantiated by findings on doctoral students.

The support role of the non-student spouse and parents eliminates need for

outside support groups in resolving crises and making decisions. The couple

tends'to rely upon an outside professional resource rather' than friends when

personal problems develop. Having close friends ir,.ervene in personal matters

is potentially damaging to the relationship, and one's personal friends are

not likely to understand the unique circumstances of the doctoral student

couple.

Professional resources are seen as unbiased by the couple, but campus

counseling services are viewed as.being partial since the student's associa-

tion with the university removes the neutrality of this resource. Often the

couple forgets the availability of campus counseling services, and perhaps

this is related to isolation from the university community. Since one or

both of the spouses has usually sought professional help, in the past, this

resource. is simply renewed when personal problems develop during enrollment.

8. Financial Concerns: The change in the student couple's financial

circumstances may not affect the maintenance of former relationships but

does interfere with the development of new social relationships. Old friends

tend tb maintain their same standard of living, which often does not pre-
..

clude the student couple's participation in some activities with them.

9. Children: Children's association with one another in the neighbor-

hood and at school may lead to some interaction among Parents but not neces-

..
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sarily to lasting friendships. Children can also restrict their parents free-

dom to participate in social activities, and the need for child care limits

spontaneity and requires additional expenses which the couple cannot afford.

10. Integration into Community: The student couple has little if 'any

desire to become an integral part of the community. Time, effort, and money,

restrict participation in activities that would permit association with other

families. Since the student couple feels that neighbors are involved in a

more conventional and therefore very different lifestyle, the couple is con-

strained in its attempts to broaden its social affiliation with them.

D. Status:

The student role comprises only one aspect of the married student's total

identity. There are other important roles and responsibilities which also

help to define one's status, including that of spouse, parent, and employee.

1. Importance of Other Roles: To the extent that one sees the student

role as being demeaning or unfulfilling, it becomes increasingly necessary that

other tasks and responsibilities be altered in order to improve one's feelings

of self-worth. One may become more heavily involved in work and/or(assume

greater family responsibilities so as to develop or maintain a sense of purpose

and importance. Having other roles to play minimizes the student role such

that self-esteem is maintained even if a lots of status is experienced when

becoming a student.

2. Attitudes Toward Student Role: If the student feels that the knowl-

edge and skills gained from pursuit of the doctorate will assist in becoming

a professional or 0111 lead to more challenging career opportunities, then

becoming a student takes on greatet importance. The ability to realize dreams

and set new goals for oneself increases the.likelihoid that'the student role

46
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will be perceived as meaningful. As a result of successful progression through

the doctoral program, the student may actually improve his or her self- confi-

dence. Many students (and their spouses) report heightened self-esteen as a

result of pursuing doctoral study.

II the student views the doctoral piogram as representing a series of

"jumping through hoops", then becoming a student is demoralizing and repre-

sents perhaps the-lowest form of status. It may arouse anger and resentment

and lead to feelings of helplessness or to loss of control of one's life.

Sometimes this loss in status may be moderated by the high value the student

attributes to other roles or to other accomplishments in areas that are un-

related to school work, such as owning one's own company or having published.

3. Need totSeparate Personal and Academic Life: The student prefers

to be divorced from the college environment. There is a desire to interact

within the college envivonment and a desire to rot have one's personal

life affected by parietal regulations and influences. This is dmonstrated

in both the student's tendency to not participate in campus activities and'

in the decision to live away from the campus area.

Married do not feel that intervention from the university should

be imposed to help '& ter greater social interaction. They expi7ss self -

reliance, social competence, and spontaneity in social processes (Gottlieb,

1981). They see the role of the institut ing academic and do not

expect it to meet their social or personal needs. The couple also may not

want to be influenced by traditional student activ,Lies or to subjeOt the

family to the limitations imposed by campus living. Further, living off

campus helps the student perserve those other identities beside that of

student.

4
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4. Prioritizing Student and Other Roles: The demands associated with

being a student often forces other roles further down ones list of priorities.

The commitment to school and the "sacrifices" that the student and family have

already made toward degree attainment keep the student role in high priority.

Sometimes othei roles may be neglected altogether because of the importance:

ascribed to the student role. This may cause role conflict, especially if the

other areas of one's life are neglected too, severely. But such conflicts are

easily resolved since individUals in these other areas, e.g., spouse and

children, do-not feel that they have been abandoned altogether, and there'has

been some prior agreement that the student role will generally always be given

highest priority.. The non-student spouse may have a pasEive attitude about

.having to take the "back sea " in the relationship and feel quite satisfied

1that the spouse eventually g ves the attention desired. This, of course,

may lead to further neglect if the student takes the.marriage for granted or
--.

assumes "it will take care of-itself." This is likely to occur during the

early phase of one's enrollment, when becoming acclimated to the university

environment and one's new roles may be so overwhelming that it leads to gross

neglect,of other responsibilities, or when the student becomes engrossed in

completion of the dissertation. Prioritizing roles is a continuous process,

and such decisions must be made on an ongoing and constant basis. Pk&

Married women seem to be able to successfully anage their dual roles so

that academic performance is not diminished, and this - pecially important

when understood in the context that marriage adds increasing responsibilities.

and time demands for the married woman student (Lee,,1960). She has a great-

er tendency to want to end the student role, and perhaps this Is associated

with the differential in sex role responsibilities. The student husband tends

to enjoy being a student more than does the student wife. Being married and

0
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in school provides greater advantages for the student husband than for the

student Wife, whose responsibilities may actually increase when she enrolls.

5. Use of Enrollment and Grades as Measures of Status: The student

may view pursuit of the degree as a scale on which to measure one's success

or status. Grades may be seen as an indication of success, and the tendency

to compare grades, so as to measure one's worth helps to support the student's

-belief that enrollment enhances one's status. .-Grades are seen as a more ac-

curate indication of one's ability to perform since each student supposedly
4

has equal opportunity to earn grades and to excel. The one who does well aca-

demically receives confirmation in the form of high grades. Or, the mere fact.

that one is enrolled in a doctoral program. seems to confirm status, since the

student belieires that those with less superior qualities are not admitted.

Even if one does .not complete the degree, he or she feels that acceptanci in-
1

to the program and matriculation in it are signs of accomplishment. To oth-

ers the enjoyment of the student role andthe learning process make pursuit

of the degree worthwhile.

Completion of the degree is believed to definitely enhance one's status

-
even if the student does not consider this the number one reason for enrolling in

the program. The concept of "investment" confirms the student's belief that

the degree will bring benefits, which are described as improving one's life-.

style, enabling one to make better choices, having a greater variety of options

available, enjoying a greater degree of personal freedom, and making the student

more acceptable-professionally since the doctorate has credentialing ability.

6. Non-student Spouse's Perception of Status: While the spouse does

not feel that he or she will perceive the student any differently after com-,

pletion of the degree{ there are feelings of pride associated with the spouse's
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enrollment. The non-student spouse's self-perception is not expected to

change after the degree has been completed, since his or her identity is

not usually defined in association with the student, which refutes Feldman's

(1975) findings, but instead is determined through one's employment.

7. Becoming Professional: Pursuit of,) the degree is seen as'a means
4

for enhancing onels'skills and capabilities. From the selection of courses

taken to the tasks assigned through the graduate associateship, the student

is likely to view his or her education as being beneficial for attainment

of career goals since it leads to professional development. and career ad,-

vancement.. There is reduced preoccUpation with making high grades as the

student comes to place more and more emphasis on obtaining knowledge and

developing important skills.

Both the courses and contacts one makes with other individuals while pur-

suing the degree are important to professional development. They help the stu-

dent acquire important skills for entry into the profession. From faculty,

co-workers, and other students one learns about appropriate roles and expecta-

tions associated with future professional employment. If the student feels
. -_.

that making important contac s is more beneficial than the actual course of

study, then there is less atisfaction with the course content, and more time is
..,

spent cultivating relationships that will be professionally rewarding both
c.

now and in the years ahead.

The graduate.associatdship is viewed as an opportunity for professional

growth and development, and it may be personally gratifying and challenging.

Satisfaction with this work is closely related to satisfaction with one's

graduate program. The student.may, in fact, come-to identify himself or her-

self in relation to the position as a graduate associate more than as a student.



The student's relationship with faculty and advisers is conducive to

developing the knowledge and behaviors that .will contribute to professional

46

development. Professors and advisers who do not spend time with their students .

are not seen as helpful and may cause the student to be-Come resentful. The

helpful adviser or faculty is one who serves as an example and who provides

guidance to the student in making career decisions. He or she also challenges

the student.to expend more effort than the student might otherwise and helps

the student grow from an apprentice to a professional.

Opportunities made available through the associateship contribute to the

student's professional development if thiassignments of the position offer

challenges for growth. If not, dissatisfaction is aroused, and the student

is likely to perceive his or her responsibilities as perfunctory; and non-

beneficial. When there is a good match, the student tends to view the

associateship and the program of study as being highly complementary.

8. Locus of Control: Becoming a student means that one has to conform

to certain university rules and regulations. and expectations which may restrict

one's sense of personal freedom. The "political" nature of the acaci..'tic en-

vironment may cause the student to feel helpless in shaping the direction of

his or her life. The demands from instructors and the institution accord the.

student reduced freedom in making impOrtant decisions or engaging in,activities

associated with professional development. Selection of courses is restricted

somewhat, although some degree of freedom is allowed since the student may take

courses outside the prescribed program of study. The student may also have

little choice about work assignments as a graduate associate, which confirms

loss of control of one's life.

The confidence the student has in the ability of the persons making deci-
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slops helps reduce the intensity of loss of power and control. Or the student

may personally invent some strategy for playing his or her own games-in a sense

of "one-upmanship." Finally, the student may simply.adopt the attitude that the

importance of the degree is much higher than the loss of freedom associated with

having to comply with the controls established by someone else..

The powerlessness felt in the academic'world does not:manifest.itself in

other aspects of the student's life. Since other roles are also of value and

importance, loss of co trol ii the student role may-not be felt as intensely or

be as debilitating. Further the loss of control is dealt with in a variety

of ways so.that the student is not debilitated by no longer being able to make

important life decisions.

The non-student,spouse,, especially,the wife, may experience a lack of cop-

trol in one's own life because of the constraints imposed by the student's

matriculation. The non-student husband is less likely to feel a severe loss

of control since his wife is expected to adhere to a time schedule for compler

tion. ffe has little need to postpone his career plans while his wife is

enrolled. The non-student wife, however, often has to postpone her sown

plans and goals and rely on her husband's completion of the degree before

she may make career decisions or moves. Thus, she experiences i greater .

loss of control.

Because of the freedom associated with choosing a major, with select-

ing courses, committee Members and class schedules, and with making career

decisions, the student may feel that becoming a student offers an oppor-

tunity for one to take charge of his or, her life. There is a sense of free-

dom associated with being a student that exceeds the freedom one may (txperi-

ence on the job. Further, by pursuing a course of study the student is able

to make and follow through on important life and career decisions.
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While a "married student culture" was originally felt to exist, the

findings of this study on married' doctoral students revealed that these

students closely resemble mainstream Americana and do not exist as a

separate culture. Their problems and concerns are in many ways similar,

to those experienced by married couples in the larger society. Yet there

remains_some traits which are uniquely characteristic of married students.

These confirm the notion of "marginality," and it is these students' mar-

ginality that sets them apart from the larger society. They refer to their

lives as being "on hold" and perceive.a definite change (usually a lowering)

in status as a result of changes in income, loss of control of one's. life,

conformity to university regulations and expectations, and soon. They are,

in'a sense,becoming professionals, although many 9f them have previously

worked in professional positions. Completion of the doctorate allows them

to rerenter society as credible professionals, and receipt of the degree is

viewed as a necessary step--to their successful re-entry,.

Their marginality is what Van bennep (in Spradley & McCurdy, 1980) re-

fers to as "transition." He proposed three phases in the "rites of passage ":

separation, transition, and incorporation. Kottak (1982) refersto them as

separation, margin, and aggregation. The doctoral student, then, passes

through three separate phases: (1) separation from the larger culture, e.g.,

_
in-

which

leaving one's job, neighbors, and friends; (2) marginality or transition,

he or she adopts the student role and carries out the activit es neces-

. sary for preparation for re-entry into the larger society; and (3) ggrega-

tion, integration, or incorporation; in which the graduate becomes integrated

or incorporated back into the larger society, such as by resuming employment,.'

k

\

becoming active in the community, moving off campus, and establishin 'e

tionships with a new set of peers and colleagues.
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Conclusions
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Four. major aspects of the married doctoral student's experiences may

be used to deScribe behaviors, attitudes, perceptions,.and relationships:.

(I) support, (2) marital stability, (2) social relationshipg, and (4)

status.

Support: The most important source of support the student possesses is

from the spouse, who provides financial, emotional /psychological, and basic

needs support.

(
Financial support is derived from the non-student spouse's employment and

the couple's modification of'spending patterns, resulting in delayed gratifi-

cation behaviors. Pursuit of doctoral study is seen as an investment in the

couple's future, which necessitates extreme and sometimes burdensome commit-

ment from the non-student spouse, often to the extent of abandoning friends4

and,losing career mobility and professional growth while the student' is en-

rolled. Enrollment may.also require relocation of the family, with little

considerahon being given to the non-student wife's career prospects but

full consideration for. the non-student husband's career opportunities such

. -

that he is not penalized professionally and, in fact, actually advances his

professional career as a result of the move.

There are differenceg in socioeconomic status by sex of the enrolled

spouse, with the student wife. couple having significantly greater financial

resources than the student husband family.

. Emotional/psychological support is provided in the form of encouragement,o

listening to the student's prdblems, sharing Concerns and frustrations, and

.making important decisions independently-scrag ki free the student from undue

worry and'anxiety. Sexual differences pxisti4mong students with regard to

ability to reciprocate emotional /psychological support to the non-gtudent
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spouse.' The non-student wife receives a. lower level of support than the

non-studenthusband, and this may lead to resentment and anger

Academic support is provided to facilitate completion of school-related

demands. Similarity of spouses' professional interests and ,educational back-

grounds and levels help to determine the quality of academic support.

Basic needs support includes performance of household tasks, child care,

financial management, and other home and family related matters which make

the home more conducive for study and relaxation. The student wife family is

considerably more egalitarian than the student husband family in its sex -role

orientation, which seems to be a factor in the wife's decision to matriculate.-

The student wife's participation in household tasks'is also related to her need

to continue to be perceived as an important. and functioning member of the family.

Parents also provide financial, emotional/psychological, and basic eds

support. Level of support often depends on parents' educational level sex

of student, and whether or not the couple has children.

Marital' Stability: The stability of the marriage can be threatened by the

college environment, which is often perceived as being deleteriousio mar-

riage. The process of negotiating role demands and developing skills to cope

with these demands may enhance the marital relationship. Factors which af-
p

fect marital stability ir.clude differences in spouses' educational levels

and interests, financial problems, time pressures, children, communication,

sexual concerns, decision-making, role conflict, and physical and emotional

separation. Heightened awareness of these factomay lead to greater co-

ordination of time schedules, appreciation for each other's involvements,

and the tendency to evade or neglect activities and associations which do

not contribute,to goal attainment. This tendency leads to what the student

refers ,to as "myopia" or "tunnel vision", which may further isolate the
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couple socially but bring the spouses closer to one another.

Social Relationships and Interaction: The university offers increased'

opportunities for the student.to meet and interact with fellow students and

faculty but does not necessarily foster the development of intimate rela-

k

tionships and friendships. Relationships which are developed do not serve

an important support role beyond that of initially helping the student be-

come acclimated to the university environment. Since most social needs are

met within the family unit, there is little need for or likelihood to develop

close associations with one's peers: Factors which influence the development

of social relationships include changes in the student's interests and per-

ceived status, extent of integration into university environment and local

community, absence of peer group comprised of otheiarried student,, support

role of spouse and family, special needs of the non-student spouse, changing

expectations of friendships as the student matures, fears associated with

terminating relationships upon graduation, use of professionals in resolving

personal or marital problems, financial concerns, and children.

Status: Enrollment may alter the student's perceived or actual status

in either a positive or negative way. Adopting the student_role may be pain-

ful, especially if the student has been employed in a professional position,

and can cause conflict as the student attempts to retain identity as a spouse,

parent, employee, or some other role while also accepting the role of stu-

dent. The extent to which Secoming a student is perceived by friends as

heightening or lowering status will also affect the nature and, quality of

.these associations. Often enrollment disrupts theSe relationships drasti-

cally.

Status may be affected by one's need to reside away from the university

community so as to preserve a former identity or one's present identity in
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some role other than the student role. The need to prioritize student

and family roles also affects status, with the student often having to al-

ternate from one role to the other, depending on which has the most immedi-

ate or urgent demands.

Status comes to be measured in terms of one's enrollment in a doctoral

program as opposed to enrollment in a lower level program of study. Grades

help to enhance one's status as a student. If the student,views the doc-

toral program as 'helping to enhance his or her skills and knowledge, then

status as a student is much more acceptable than if the student views the

student role as one in which the student simply responds to the varying de-

minds of respective professors or fulfills responsibilities in a perfunctory

manner. Locus of contral is altered: as a result of one's enrollment, since

the student comes to feel that others, e.g., professors and advisers, make

important decisions.about his or her lifestyle, leaving few opportunities

for one to make individual decisions. On the other hand, enrollment allows

one to make important decisions about what classes to take, when one will

schedule classes and other activities, and to make decisions about an im-

portant life role that is certain to enhance one's future.

Changes in financial condition may also affect status,but the student

spouse views reduction in income as essential to the investment being made.

Often, on the other hand, the couple experiences what it considers to be an

actual increase in income after becoming enrolled. The p:.:zential loss of

one's place in the family may also'occur if the student's enrollment removes

him or her from the home, minimizes the role formerly played, or 'leads to his

or her replacement by the spouse in an important family role.

Finally, one's status is measured by the level and quality of a3!Ai,gnments

of the graduate/teaching associateships the student is given.
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Implications for Higher Education

1. What is the institution's commitment to serving the nc.:As of married

students and their families?

Z. What role should student orientation have in acquainting student cou-

ples with the experiences they are likely to face in their new roles as

student and spouse, especially those which may be deleterious to the

marriag

3. To what extent are faculty, staff, and administrators knowledgeable

about the-unique experiences and concerns of married students?

4. What are the long-term effects of doctoral study on marriage and family

relationships, and how can higher education help to minimize the negative

impact of matriculation on family fUnctioning?

5. To what extent are present services and resources designed to assist the

married student both now and with re-entry into the larger society?

6. What criteria can be used to assess the nature and quality of student -

marriages and other nontraditional family forms, e.g., dual-career mar-

riages, so that conventional assessment criteria are not used to determine

married student problems and needs?

7. To what extent is the university responSible for helping the married

student develop important support networks with fellow married students?

8. What is the institution's role in helping the larger community recognize

and address the needs of married studentg'?

9. What is the effect of the increasing number of older students, many of

whom are married, on family functioning, and what are the effects of

enrollment on these students' retention and performance?

10. Married students constitute approximately 25% of. the student population,

thus representing a tremendous human resource potential that may need

help in optimizing the university experience.
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APPENDIX A

Telephone Questionnaire

1. Age:

2. Sex: Male Female

3. Race: White /Black or Afro-American i

Mexican American or Chicano
Puerto Rican
Other Hispanic or Latin American origin
Oriental/Asian American
Native American, American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut
Other (specify)

4. Number of years enrolled in Ph.D. program:

5. Number of yeais married:

6. Are you a local student? Yes No

7. If you are not a local student, what is your permanent address? (city
and state only)

8. Academic departmen hich you are enrolled:

9.. NUmber of children:

10. Children's ages:

11. Is spouse. enrolled in school? Yes No

12. Is spouse enrolled at OSU? Yes No

13. Is spouse enrolled full-time? Yes No

1.. Spouse's highest level of education attained:

Iligh school diploma
Some college but no degree received
Associate degree

_Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctorate degree
Professional degree (e.g., law, medicine)
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15. Are you employed: Yes No

If answer to 15 is "yes", complete 16 and 17; if "no", go to 18.

16. Are you employed full-time , or part-time

17. What kind of position do you hold?

18. Is your spouse employed? Yes No

19. Is your spouse employed full-time orpart-time

20. What kind of position does your spouse hold?

21. Describe your living anlangements:

Joiise, and children (if any) live alone
, my parents
spouse's parents
othe relatives

.ith friends
(speci7)

22. Does your immediate family (parents) live in proximity to ypu?

YeS No

23. Does your spouse's immediate family (parents) live in proximity to you? ---

Yes No

24. When do you expect to graduate?

,.
(quarter) (year)

6,;
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APPENDIX B

Interview Guide I

1. Routine, daily activities: How are they carried out, who does what, when
are they done, are sex roles altered, that happens when there is not
enough time to complete-duties, how is class and study time allocated?

2. Communication patterns: Do spouses talk to each other much, do they talk
to others, when, how often, where?

3. Social participation: How do spouses spend leisure time/recreation time,
with whom, where, how often; who do they visit, how often, why; do they
attend campus events, whyror why not?

4. Employment: Where is the student and his or her spouse employed; how
many hours do"they work; what are their feelings.about employment?

5. Enrollment: What is the sex of the enrolled spouse3 how does non-student
spouse feel about not being in school; what advantages/disadvantages are
there to one or both spouses' enrollment; how do school-related demands af-
fect home life?

6. Children: How many are there; does enrollment influence-childrearing prac-
tices; how old are children; what are the couple's perceptidhs of child's
feelings about them as students; what child care arrangements have been
made; does presence of children interfere with school work completion,
with marital satisfaction?

7. Finances: Are they sufficient; what are sources of income;. how are fi-
nances distributed; do income levels inf ueeCe marital satisfaction; hcf
does couple deal with need to delay gratification?

A, Relatives: Where, do couple's families reside; are they nearby; do they
assist with children, finances, etc.;,are they supportive of student's en-
rollment?

,

9. Other: What are other unexplored areas of couples' lives that affect or
are affected by enrollment?
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APPENDIX B

Interview Guide II.

1. Describe your average day.

2. How do you spend your free time?

3. With whom do you spend your leisure time?

4. What time pressures do you feel as a result of your role as student a
spouse?

5. How do you go about meeting your financial obligations? Who makes the
decisions?

6. How do you fee/ about your student role?

7. Describe your relationship with your children. How has your being in
school affected your relationship with them, the amount and quality of
time you spend With them, your childrearing practices and behaviors?

8. How does the student role affect your role as spouse?

9. Do you and your spouse talk much? about what? wheat who. initiaes the
conversation?

10. How have familial responsibilities been affected by your enrollment?

Ll. What major decisions must be made for the family? Who makes them? ,How?

12. Who do you talk to when you haze problems and concerns with your children?
With school? With your childilih's school? With parents, in-laws, spouse?

13. Do you and your spouse spend time together away from the children? How
often, where, how long?

14.. Do you participate in community life? How, how often?

15. When and where do you study. Why did,you choose this place4or study?

16. How much time do you spend weekly on studies? At work? With family? At
leiusre?

17. How ofte1)/(do you visit your neighbors? How often do they visit you?

18. What actiAiities do'you engage in with neighbors?

19. When you want to have fun, "hang loose," ete.,,. who do'you call? Where do
you go? What do you do?
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20. Who are your closest friends, and where do they live?

21. 116U-often are you in touch with yo-ir Isest friends?

22. Do your closest, riends have children?

23. Do you borrow from and/or share with your neighbors? What? How often?

24. How many of your neighbors. do you know by name? How many know you by name?

25. What day-to-day activities do you participate in with neighbors, e.g.,
sharing babysitting, r pooling, shopping, attending worship services?

26. Who do you call most on the telephone? Why? How often,? What do you .

talk about?

27. What is your primary life role right now, e.g., parent, spouse, employee,
student? How is this determined?

28. Why do you live here?

29. Describe your typical day.

30. How often, do you visit your parents? Your spouse's parents?

31.. Do you often go out of town on weekends alone? With ,your spouse?

32. If you could live your life over, what would you prefer to be doing now?
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